
Unbeatable Eleven Plus Preparation from the
Exam Experts: CGP 11+ GL
Are you looking to give your child the best possible chance of success in
the highly competitive Eleven Plus exam? Look no further than CGP 11+
GL, the leading provider of Eleven Plus preparation resources.

With over 20 years of experience in preparing students for this challenging
exam, CGP 11+ GL has a proven track record of helping children achieve
their full potential. Our comprehensive range of resources, including books,
online courses, and practice papers, has been developed by a team of
experienced teachers and examiners who have an in-depth understanding
of the Eleven Plus syllabus.
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Why Choose CGP 11+ GL?

Expert tuition from experienced teachers and examiners: Our
team of experts has a wealth of knowledge and experience in
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preparing students for the Eleven Plus exam, ensuring that your child
receives the highest quality tuition.

Comprehensive and up-to-date resources: Our resources are fully
aligned with the latest Eleven Plus syllabus, providing your child with
the most accurate and relevant information.

Proven track record of success: Thousands of students have
successfully passed the Eleven Plus exam with the help of CGP 11+
GL, giving you peace of mind that you are choosing the best possible
preparation provider.

Affordable and accessible: Our resources are priced competitively,
making them affordable for all families. We also offer a range of
payment options to suit your needs.

Our Range of Resources

CGP 11+ GL offers a comprehensive range of resources to cater for all
your child's Eleven Plus preparation needs.

11+ GL Books: Our books cover all aspects of the Eleven Plus
syllabus, including English, Maths, Verbal Reasoning, and Non-Verbal
Reasoning. They are packed with clear explanations, practice
questions, and exam-style questions to help your child build
confidence and master the skills required for success.

11+ GL Online Courses: Our online courses provide interactive and
engaging lessons that are tailored to the needs of Eleven Plus
students. Your child can learn at their own pace, with access to video
tutorials, interactive exercises, and mock exams.



11+ GL Practice Papers: Our practice papers are designed to
replicate the format and difficulty of the actual Eleven Plus exam. They
are a valuable tool for helping your child become familiar with the types
of questions they will face on the day of the exam.

How to Get Started with CGP 11+ GL

Getting started with CGP 11+ GL is easy. Simply visit our website or
contact our friendly customer service team to learn more about our
resources and how they can benefit your child.

We offer a range of flexible options to suit your child's individual needs and
learning style. Whether you choose books, online courses, or practice
papers, you can be confident that you are giving your child the best
possible chance of success in the Eleven Plus exam.

Testimonials

"CGP 11+ GL has been an invaluable resource for my daughter's Eleven
Plus preparation. The books and online courses are clear and engaging,
and the practice papers have helped her to build confidence and improve
her exam technique." - Mrs. Smith, parent of a successful Eleven Plus
student

"I would highly recommend CGP 11+ GL to any parent looking to give their
child the best possible chance of success in the Eleven Plus exam. The
resources are comprehensive, up-to-date, and affordable." - Mr. Jones,
father of a successful Eleven Plus student

If you are looking for the best possible Eleven Plus preparation resources,
look no further than CGP 11+ GL. With our proven track record of success,



comprehensive range of resources, and experienced team of experts, we
are confident that we can help your child achieve their full potential in the
Eleven Plus exam.

Contact us today to learn more about our resources and how they can
benefit your child.
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Unveiling the Urban Cheating Rich System: A
Comprehensive Guide to Volume 1
In today's complex and ever-evolving urban landscape, cheating has
become a rampant practice among the affluent elite. Fuelled by a desire
for instant gratification, power,...
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Selection, Processing, and Care of Reeds: A
Comprehensive Manual for Clarinetists and
Saxophonists
Reeds are essential components of clarinets and saxophones, and their
quality and condition can significantly impact the instrument's sound and
performance....
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